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There’s a painful space  
between what is and what should be,  
between hope’s conception and 

fulfillment. 



We inhabit the gap  
with the tension of unfulfilled dreams, 
heartache of loss,  
sickness of deferred hope. 



Life isn’t quite what we 
expected. 



We’re longing for wholeness  
 or relationships or children, 

mending loss or marking time  
 in kitchens and cubicles. 



Amidst soul holes and unfulfilled 
dreams and mundane sameness,  

We’re longing for more. 

To matter. 
For our imperfect lives to still be 

meaningful. 



Life will always be imperfect.  

But it is no less wonderful.  



I refuse  
 to allow hardships or monotony to rob 
  me of wonder.  

 to live chained by brokenness or bad 
  mindsets.  



I refuse  
 to concede my soul  
   to outward circumstances  
   or inward voices of defeat. 

 to resign that my life just “is what it is.”  



I won’t live with a mantra of discontent,  
 waste my days longing  
 for what I don’t have. 



I choose to unearth a meaningful 
existence in every one of my todays, 

to chase down the life my heart longs 
for: 

one of joy, wholeness, and purpose. 



Will you join me? 



We’re all looking for friends for this journey, 

to laugh and cry and make sense of it all,  

for others who won’t make us feel 
ashamed of our pieces 

   or hide our gifts. 



You’re not alone.  

  You matter. 



The things that gnaw on your soul are 
important: 

 the dreams, 
 the hurts, 
 the injustices you hate. 

They matter.  



And you should have  
the life you long for: 

 of joy, wholeness and purpose. 



We can find it together. 



JOY 



We can wring joy from every day, 
 in still moments and silent thanks  
   to the Giver of all good things. 



Drink deeply of goodness and beauty, 
 dwell on it, obsess over it, 
  taste it again and again. 



We won’t minimize pain or cheapen the 
ache, 

 but find the glimmer of hope on 
darkest days, 

   find it together. 



WHOLENESS 



We can chase wholeness  
 because our broken pieces matter  
   and we can’t give  
   what we don’t have. 



We can do what terrifies us, 

love deeply, 

face our demons 
 (they aren’t as strong as they say they are). 



We can care for ourselves  
  so we can care for others, 

look into our shattered places  
 and find ourselves more whole  
   than we ever dreamed.  



PURPOSE 



We can find purpose  
 hidden in both strengths and struggles 

And be generous with our stories, 
 because somebody needs to hear  
   and know they’re not alone.  



We can help each other be brave, 
 stand together when we aren’t. 

We can make the way easier for others, 
 the way some did for us. 



We can change the world, 
 if just for one person. 



We can make a difference, 

 live like kindness is our currency, 
 like hope is our native tongue. 



We can live fully in these gaps,  
 these nows and not yets. 



We can make  
   a beautiful between. 
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